
SECTION 1: YOUR DETAILS 
 

Customer Name: 

Address: 

Town:  County: 

Postcode:  Telephone Number 

Mobile Number:  Email Address: 

ORDER NUMBER ( FOR OFFICE USE ONLY ) 

SECTION 2: SPA DETAILS 
 

Manufacturer of Spa: 

Model of Spa:  Order Number (if known): 

Spa Shape: 
  

   

      
For rounded corners, see section 4 for the radius 

measurement. Straps are located in standard positions 

which are marked in red in this section of the order form. Any 

variations in strap position will incur an extra  

charge. Please contact your retailer for details. 

 

Dimension A:  inches Dimension D:  inches 
 

Dimension B:  inches Dimension E:  inches 
 

Dimension C:  inches Dimension F:  inches 
 

 

SECTION 3: COVER SHAPE & MEASUREMENTS 
 

Please note that the hinges on covers will always split on dimension A unless specified 

SPA COVER ORDER FORM:  
  

 



 

 

 
 

  

Radius Measurement 

(inches): 

 

SECTION 4: RADIUS MEASUREMENTS 

(only for rounded corner covers) 

SECTION 5: TAPER /PRICES: 

(This determines the base price of your cover) 

SECTION 7: COLOURS 

Do you require straps? Yes / No 

Strap length (inches): 

Skirt Length (inches): 

Do you require handles? Yes / No 

SECTION 6: HANDLES, SKIRT & STRAPS 

Straps are located in standard positions which are marked in red 

on section 3 of the order form. Any variations in strap position will 

incur an extra charge. Please contact your retailer for details. 

 

 

 

Colour: 

SECTION 9: CUSTOMER SIGNATURE Customer signature: 

 Please ensure that all sections 1-8 are completed fully. Delivery time for any cover order is approximately 1 -2 weeks, some variation can 

occur, and is longer in peak season. The customer takes full responsibility for providing accurate measurements. We will make the cover 

exactly to your specifications and will not be responsible for errors other than our own. Terms & Conditions Apply and are available on 

request. E&OE. 

Ssfsdfdfdf 

 

 

Double Wrapped Core Required? (Yes/No) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

+ £25 + VAT 
 

 

 

 

Continuous Heat Seal Required? (Yes/No) 

 

 

 

 

 

+ £25 + VAT 

Extra Reinforcement Required? (Yes/No) + £100 + VAT 

Old Cover Removal Service Required? (Yes/No) 
 

 

 

 

+ £35 + VAT 

One Week Rush (Seasonal Only) Required? (Yes/No) 
 

 

 

+ £35+ VAT 

SECTION 8: EXTRAS  

Extra features are available at an additional charge, these include the option to include a double wrapped core, and/or a continuous 

heat seal; they both improve the insulation ability of the cover.  

Standard Taper (4”-2”) £275 + VAT 

Premium Taper (5”-3”) £300 +VAT 

Deluxe Taper (6”-4”) £350 + VAT 

Required Taper:  


